The WRI Physician Education Workshop is aimed at teaching physicians in advanced, drug-free therapies for behavior disorders, ADHD, anxiety, clinical depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and neurodegenerative disorders. The four-day program will include an update on new advances in brain science, the impact of nutrient imbalances on brain levels of key neurotransmitters, and the ability of specific nutrients to regulate gene expression of proteins and normalize neurotransmission. Dr. Walsh’s nutrient therapy system is based on his database containing millions of chemical factors in blood, urine, and tissues that have identified brain-changing imbalances in these disorders. Attendees will participate in numerous, actual patient evaluations including in-depth health history, evaluation of blood/urine lab results, diagnosis of chemical imbalances and individualized treatment design. The program’s objective is to enable physicians to incorporate these advanced natural, drug-free protocols into their medical practice.

BOOK EARLY: LIMITED NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

If paid on or received by September 1, 2014: $1,375.00
If paid after September 1, 2014: $1,475.00

MASTERING BRAIN CHEMISTRY: Four-Day Program for Physicians on Advanced Nutrient Therapy Protocols Developed through Extensive Research and Clinical Experience by Dr. William Walsh

The WRI Physician Education Workshop is aimed at teaching physicians in advanced, drug-free therapies for behavior disorders, ADHD, anxiety, clinical depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and neurodegenerative disorders. The four-day program will include an update on new advances in brain science, the impact of nutrient imbalances on brain levels of key neurotransmitters, and the ability of specific nutrients to regulate gene expression of proteins and normalize neurotransmission. Dr. Walsh’s nutrient therapy system is based on his database containing millions of chemical factors in blood, urine, and tissues that have identified brain-changing imbalances in these disorders. Attendees will participate in numerous, actual patient evaluations including in-depth health history, evaluation of blood/urine lab results, diagnosis of chemical imbalances and individualized treatment design. The program’s objective is to enable physicians to incorporate these advanced natural, drug-free protocols into their medical practice.

Hotel overnight accommodations:
Please call 630-573-8555 or 1-800-228-9290. Mention Walsh Research Institute for special rate.

CME Allocation: 32*

*This CME activity is being planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and Policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education through the Joint Sponsorship of the Institute for Medical Studies (IMS) and Walsh Research Institute. IMS is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. This activity will be designed for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ - the actual number to be determined when the program is finalized.
Physician Training Program on Advanced Nutrient Therapy Protocols
October 18-22, 2014 (includes all-day WRI symposium on October 19)

Participants will learn:
• The impact of amino acids, vitamins, and minerals on synthesis and functioning of neurotransmitters
• Nutrient imbalances associated with mental health
• Biochemical classifications of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression and behavior phenotypes
• Specialized laboratory testing to enable accurate diagnosis
• Effective nutrient protocols aimed at normalizing blood/brain chemistry
• The role of epigenetics in mental health
• A promising new treatment for Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s Disease
• A clinical approach for reducing crime and violence.

The objective of the four-day workshop is to enable physicians to provide appropriate lab testing and accurate diagnosis for mental and behavioral disorders and equip them to design effective individualized nutrient treatment programs.

In advance of the WRI Physician Education Workshop, physicians will be provided with written and visual learning materials to study. Actual patients are seen at the Outreach/Training Clinic which will give all participants the opportunity to participate “hands on” with Dr. Walsh and his physician-trainers in patient evaluations. Doctors are invited to assist in the recruitment of patients for assessment. Please refer to the WRI Patient Outreach Clinic flyer.

William J. Walsh, PhD, of Walsh Research Institute

William J. Walsh, PhD, is president of the non-profit Walsh Research Institute near Chicago and directs physician and practitioner-training programs internationally including in the United States, Australia, England, Ireland and Norway.

An internationally recognized expert on biochemical imbalances, Dr. Walsh has devoted nearly 40 years to researching the biochemistry behind behavior, learning and memory, mental health and various disease conditions. He developed science-based, advanced nutrient therapies that have helped thousands of patients challenged by behavioral disorders, depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, ADHD, autism, and Alzheimer’s disease, and are used by doctors throughout the world.


Dr. Walsh has authored more than 200 scientific articles and reports and has five patents. He has presented his experimental research at the American Psychiatric Association, the U.S. Senate, the National Institute of Mental Health, and has been a speaker at 30 international conferences. His early work included a twelve-year collaboration with the renowned (late) Carl C. Pfeiffer, MD, PhD of Princeton, NJ. www.walshinstitute.org

Albert Mensah, MD and Judith Bowman, MD of Mensah Medical

Joining Dr. Walsh as trainers at the WRI Physician Education Workshop are Albert Mensah, MD, and Judith Bowman, MD, of Mensah Medical. Answering the need for specialists with backgrounds in both traditional as well as natural medicine, Drs. Mensah and Bowman co-founded Mensah Medical near Chicago in 2008 after serving as primary physicians at the original Pfeiffer Treatment Center (now closed). As one of the world’s leading biomedical practices specializing in biochemical individuality and imbalances, Mensah Medical has helped patients from all over the world and is recognized internationally for their metabolic treatment approaches for patients with autism, anxiety, depression, post-partum depression, behavioral and learning disorders, OCD, eating disorders, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s Disease. Drs. Mensah and Bowman regularly consult with physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, therapists, nutritionists and other health care professionals, and are faculty members of the WRI Medical Practitioner Training Program. www.mensahmedical.com